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$1. INTRODUCXON 
IN HIS PAPER “Open and closed disk bundles” [I] Browder has shown that there exists an 
R”-bundle (or a micro n-bundle) over a finite complex not containing a D”-bundle, where D” 
denotes the closed n-disk. Actually he first shows that the statement “every R”-bundle over 
a finite complex contains a unique D”-bundle” is false. Then he proves that there exists an 
R”-bundle not containing a D”-bundle. However when an R”-bundle contains a D”-bundle 
the question of its uniqueness or nonuniqueness has not been dealt in his paper. In our 
paper we show it is possible to have an R”-bundle over a finite complex containing two 
inequivalent P-bundles. 
Though we adopt standard notations and terminology we explain them briefly for the 
sake of completeness. For any two spaces X, A (no base points) the set of homotopy 
classes of maps of X into A is denoted by [X, A]. For any mapf : A + B the induced map 
of [X, A] into [X, B] is denoted byf,. When A is arcwise connected there is a unique zero 
element in [X, A] and when both A and B are O-connected (i.e., arcwise connected) it 
makes sense to talk of Kerf,. Even if B is not arcwise connected we can talk of Kerf, 
since f carries A into an arcwise connected component of B. We call f* a monomorphism 
if Kerf, is zero. f* can be a monomorphism without being a set theoretic injection of 
[X, A] into [X, B]. 
82. SOME PROPOSITIONS ON FIBRATIONS 
Throughout this paper by a fibration we mean a map satisfying homotopy lifting 
property for maps from C W-complexes and by a complex we always means a C W-complex. 
Letf: X+X’beanymap,x:E+X’afibrationandg: X+Eamapsatisfyingx.g=f. 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose g is a weak homotopy equivalence. Then for any given complex K 
the map [K, x] --t [K, X’] is onto ifand only if every map a : K + X’ admits of a lift /I : K + E 
(i.e. a map j? such that 1~ 0 /3 = a). 
Proof. Since g is a weak homotopy equivalence g+ : [K, X] + [K, E] is an isomorphism 
(of sets). Since rc* o g* = f,, it follows that f* is onto if and only if R,,, : [K, E] + [K, X’] is 
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onto. Clearly if every map a : K + X’ admits of a lift fi : K + E then IC* is onto. Con- 
versely, let rc* be onto. Given any a : K -+ X’ there exists a map y : K + E such that rc 0 y 
is homotopic to a. Since z is a fibration it follows that a itself admits of a lift. 
LEMMA 2.2. Assume X O-connected and g a weak homotopy equivalence. Let y0 be any 
point in n(E) and r = nL-‘(y,,). Let i : r + E be the inclusion of l7 in E. Then for any given 
complex K the map [K, X] 5 [K, X’] is a monomorphism tf and only tf [K, IY] i% [K, E] is the 
zero map. 
Proof. Since g is a weak homotopy equivalence it follows that E is O-connected and 
that [K, X] % [K, E] is an isomorphism of sets. Clearlyf, is a monomorphism if and only 
if rc* is a monomorphism. For any map h : K+ r the composition n 0 i 0 h is the constant 
map PO carrying the whole of K into ye. Hence if ‘IL* is a monomorphism i,[h] has to be the 
zero element of [K, E] and this for every h : K -+ r and hence i, = 0. Conversely, assume 
i, = 0. Let /I : K+ E be any map such that Z*(B) = PO]. Then rr 0 p N y. and lifting this 
homotopy we get a homotopy between /I and another map y : K + E such that y(K) c r. In 
other words y can be written as i 0 h for some h : K-r r. Since by assumption i, = 0 it 
follows that [r] = [/I] = 0. This completes the proof of Lemma 2.2. 
Let p : X+ B and p’ : X’ + B be fibrations with the same base B. By a map of the 
fibration p into the fibration p’ we mean a map f : X + X’ such that p = p’ 0 f. Let b0 be a 
chosen point in B and let F = p-‘(b,) and F’ = p’-‘(b,) be the respective fibres. Let 
j:F+Xandj’:F’ + X’ be the respective inclusions. Since p = p’ ., f we see that f carries 
F into F’ and thereby induces a map cp : F --) F’ making diagram 1 commutative. 
i P 
F-X-B 
IQ i’ If P' /IdB 
F’ - X’ - B 
DIAGRAM 1. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Assume X and F O-connected. Iffor everyfinite complex K (respectively 
every complex K) the map [K, X] 5 [K, X’] is onto, then for everyjinite complex K (respec- 
tively every complex K) the map [K, F] 91; [K, F’] is onto. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Assume Xand F O-connected. Iffor everyjinite complex K (respectively 
every complex K) the map [K, F] % [K, F’] is a monomorphism, (then for every finite 
complex K (respectively every complex K) the map [K, X] *% [K, X’] is a monomorphism.t 
For the proof of these propositions we first replace the map f : X -+ X’ by a fibre map. 
More precisely 3 a fibration rr : E + X’ and a homotopy equivalence p : X + E such that 
xop=f. L&q=p’c.Yt : E + B. Since p’ and n are fibrations it follows that q is also a 
fibration. Let I? = q-‘(b,) and i : r + E the inclusion of r in E. Clearly 72 carries r into 
F’ (since q = p’ 0 x) and p carries F into r (since q 0 u = p). Denoting the map induced by 
7 The akhor has learnt from the referee that Proposition 2.3 and Proposition 2.4 follow from an exact 
sequence of Eckmann-Hilton corresponding to a fibre map. 
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71 of I into F’ by n’ and similarly the map induced by ~1 of F into I by $ we have the 




In this diagram p is a homotopy equivalence. From the homotopy exact sequences corres- 
ponding to the fibrations p and q and the five lemma we see that $ is a weak homotopy 
equivalence. Actually care is to be taken while applying the five lemma since x0 does not 
carry any group structure. But our assumptions about the O-connected nature of F and X 
help us to get over this difficulty. 
We claim that I- is precisely the inverse image of F’ by K. Actually from the com- 
mutativity of the bottom half of Diagram 2 we see that q(lr-‘(F’)) = b,, and hence n-‘(F’) c 
q-l@,,) = r. Also it is clear that n(r) c F’ so that I c n-‘(F’). Thus I ‘& F’ is the 
inverse image of the fibration E % X’ by means of the injectionj’ : F’ + X’. 
Proof of Proposition 2.3. We have f = x O p, and p is a homotopy equivalence. Hence 
[K, X] 3 [K, X’] is onto if and only if [K, E] % [K, X’] is onto and this in turn is valid if 
and only if every map a : K + A” admits of a lift /3 : K + E by Lemma 2.1. Any map 
a’ : K--t F’ can be, by composing with the inclusion j’, thought of as a map into X’ and 
then any lift /I’ : K+ E of a’ has to carry K into I since I = 7c-‘(F’). Proposition 2.3 
follows now immediately from Lemma 2.1. 
Proof of Proposition 2.4. As already verified $ is a weak homotopy equivalence. 
Also IL’ O ,u’ is induced by x O p = f and hence rr’ O p’ = cp . Thus ‘p,: [K, F] + [K, F’] is a 
monomorphism if and only if z; : [K, r] + [IL, F’] is a monomoprhism. Let M = or-’ 
where yO is some point in n(r) and let k : M + E be the inclusion. Since I “% F’ is the 
inverse image of the fibration x : E + X’ we see that M is also the fibre for r 5 F’ and 
denoting the inclusion of M in r by k’ we have the following commutative diagram: 
rdM 
M- M 
I I k' k I 
r-E 
I I n’ I I 
F’-X’ 
DIAGRAM 3. 
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By Lemma 2.2 we see that [K, I] 5 [K, F’] is a monomorphism if and only if k; : [K, M] + 
[K, r] is the zero map. But k, = i, 0 ki. Hence k; = 0 *k, = 0 which by Lemma 2.2 
implies that x* : [K, E] -+ [K, X’] is a monomorphism. Butf= II ., p and p is a homotopy 
equivalence. Hence II* monomoprhism *f* monomorphism. This completes the proof of 
Proposition 2.4. 
Remark. If (p* : [K, F] + [K, F’] is onto for every complex K it is not true that f* : 
[K, A’] + [K, X’] is onto. Similarly iff* : [K, X] + [K, X’] is a monomorphism for every K 
it is not ture that (p* : [K, F] + [K, F’] is a monomorphism. We now give examples to 
illustrate these. 
Example 1. Let X be a K(Z, n) space with n 2 2 and X’ = S” and f : X,-r X’ any map. 
By replacing X by a homotopically equivalent space if necessary we can assume f to be a 
fibre map. Let B = S”. The following diagram 
gives an example where qp* : [K, F] + [K, F’] = [K, *] is onto for every K. But f* : 
[K, K(Z, n)] + [K, S”] is not onto for K = S. In fact if f* were onto for K = 3’ by Lemma 
2.1. the identity map of S” on itself should admit of a lift S + K(Z, n). But then S” has 
to be a retract of K(Z, n). This is not possible since rr,+r(S”) # 0 and n.+l(K(Z, n)) = 0. 
Example 2. Let n 2 2, B a K(Q/z, n) space. (Q = rationals), X a K(Z, n) space and 
p : X+ B a fibre map which is homotopically trivial. To obtain such a situation we can, if 
necessary replace X by a homotopically equivalent space. Let Y by a K(Q, n) space and 
h : Y + B a map which induces the natural homomorphism Q + Q/Z on rr,. We can 
assume h also to be a fibre map. Let X’ = X x Y and p’ = h 0 p2 wherep, is the projection 
of X’ onto the second factor Y. If i, . * X-, X’ = X x Y is the map iI = (x, yO) for some 
fixed y0 E Y then clearly p’ 0 i, : X --+ B is homotopically trivial. Hence p’ C, il - p and since 
p’ is a fibration we see that 3 a map f: X +X’withf-i, andp’.f=p. IfFandF’are 
the fibres of p and p’ respectively from the homotopy exact sequences of p and p’ we see 
that z,_~(F) N Q/Z; 7r._,(F’] = 0. Clearly f* : [K, X] + [K, X’] is a monomorphism, but 
the induced map rp : F+ F’ does not map [S-l, F] monomorphically into [S-l, F’]. 
53. THE MAIN THEOREM 
The main theorem of this paper as we have already stated in the introduction is the 
following. 
THEOREM 3.1. There exists afinite complex K and an R” bundle over Kfor some n which 
contains two inequivalent D”-bundles. 
Proof. The method of proof is by showing that the statement “If an R”-bundle over a 
finite complex complex contains a disk bundle then the disk bundle is unique” leads to a 
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contradiction. Let s+(R”), E+(L)“) and &+(S”-I) respectively denote the group of orientation 
preserving homeomorphisms of R”, D” and S-r respectively. Let * E S”-’ denote the 
north pole and E+(S”-‘, *) denote the sub group of e+(S”-‘) consisting of all the elements 
keeping * fixed. As explained in [l] there is a commutative diagram 
I 




&+(S”-l, l ) - 
I’ * II:’ 
&+(s”-‘) - sn- 
DIAGRAM 4. 
where x0 and A are principal fibrations and i, i’,j,j’ denote inclusions. Considering S-’ 
as the one point compactification of R”-’ the group s+(S”-‘, *) can be identified with 
s+(R”-l) in such a way that the composition if i’ with the homeomorphism e+(S-‘, *) = 
s+(R”-‘) corresponds to the inclusion of SO(n - 1) in E+@“-~). Denoting the interior 
of D” by B” every elements of e+(V) carries B” on itself and S”- ’ on itself and thus one gets 
‘restriction’ homomorphisms s+(D”) L e+(p), E+(P) 5 s+(S”-‘). In [l] a map h : S+(S-‘) 
+ E+(P) is constructed such that g and h are homotopy inverses of one another. It is also 
shown as a consequence of Kister’s result [2] that f o h o i : SO(n) --* e+(p) is homotopic 
to the inclusion k : SO(n) + a+(R”) when E+(B”) is identified with s+(R”). 
Now assume that the statement (*a) given below is true. (a*): An R”-bundle ouer a 
finite complex can contain at most one D”-bundle. 
We will prove that (a*) implies (z)” for every integer n 2 1 where (+)” is the statement 
given below. (+)“: The map [K, SO(n)] 4 [K, .s+(R”)] is a monomorphism for every finite 
complex K. 
Actually (*)1 is known to be true. By induction assume (a*) implies (*), for I 5 n - 1 
with n 2 2. The statement (*)“-i actually is equivalent o saying that the [K, SO(n - l)] ‘3 
[K, &+(S”-1, *)I is a monomorphism for every finite complex K. Hence by Proposition 2.4 
it follows that [K, SO(n)] 5 [K, .s+(Sn-‘)I is a monomorphism for every finite complex K. 
But statement (**) implies that [K, a+(p)] 3 [K, &+(B”)] *IS a set theoretic injection for every 
finite complex K. If A, B, C are three spaces with A O-connected and if a : A + B, /I : B + C 
are two maps and if for a complex K the map [K, A] “% [K, B] is a monomorphism, and 
[K, B] ‘A [K, c] is a set theoretic injection then it is easy to see that /?* 0 a, : [K, A] + [K, C!j 
is a monomorphism. It now follows that (*a) and (+)#_, together imply (*)“. Thus (**) 
implies (*). for every n. 
Denoting the classifying spaces of SO(n) and e+(R”) by BSO(n) and Be+(R”) respectively 
we see that (*)” implies that [ZK, BSO(n)] + [ZK, Ba+(Rn)] is a monomorphism for every 
finite KS Here ZK denotes the ‘unreduced’ suspension of K. Thus validity of (*). for every 
n implies (by passage to direct limit) that kz(ZK) + k&,(ZK) is a monomorphism for every 
finite K. (For the meanings of k,+ and k& refer to [I].) But Milnor [3] has shown that 
k,(X) --) kToP(X) when X = S’ u e* (an 8 cell attached to S’ by a map of degree 7) is not a 
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monomorphism. Clearly S’ v ea = Z(S6 v e’) and since S7 v es is simply connected we 
have k,(X] = k:(X), k,,,(X;= k&,(X). 
7 7 
Thus assumption (**) leads to a contradiction, thereby proving Theorem 3.1. 
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